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Given a finite lattice L, let J(L) (M(L)) denote the set of nonzero join irreducible (nonunit 
meet irreducible) elements of L. A finite lattice L is said to be linearly indecomposable if there 
do not exist x, y E L with x < y such that z cx or z 2 y for all z E L\{x, y}. We prove: Every 
finite linearly indecomposable modular lattice L has a matching of J(L) to M(L), i.e., a 
bijection f of J(L) to M(L) with x <f(x) for each x E J(L). 
1. Introduction 
For subsets X and Y of a lattice L, a functionf from X to Y is called a matching 
from X to Y if f is one-to-one and x c f(x) for all x E X. In [4], Rival conjectured: 
Every finite modular lattice L has a matching from J(L) U (0,) to M(L) U {lL}. 
This conjecture was proved recently by Kung [2] using finite Radon transform 
methods. In this paper, we prove the related conjecture: 
Every finite linearly indecomposable modular lattice L has a matching from 
J(L) to M(L). 
In the proof, we use a result of Kung about the number of consistent join 
irreducible elements in a lattice and Hall’s Marriage Theorem. Our original proof 
was more complicated than the one given here. The improvement was made 
possible by a suggestion of Wille who conjectured Theorem 1. 
2. Preliminaries 
A lattice L is called linearly indecomposable if there do not exist x, y E L with 
x<y such that z 6x or z 3y for all z E L\{x, y}. That is, the diagram of L can 
not be disconnected by removing one edge. The elements of J(L) := {x E L 1 x # 
OL and y, z E L, x = y v z implies x = y or x = z} are called the join irreducibles 
of L and the meet irreducibles M(L) are defined dually. We set J,(L) :=.l(L) U 
(0,) and M’(L) : = M(L) U {lL}. As in Kung [2], an element j E&(L) is said to 
be consistent if x v j E .&([x, lL]) for all x E L. We denote the consistent elements 
of J,(L) by C.&,(L) an d we set CT(L) := C&(L)\ (0,). The unique lower (upper) 
cover of j (resp. m) for j e J(L) ( m E M(L)) is denoted by j, (resp. m*). A subset 
F of L is said to be an order filter of L if x E F, y E L and x c y implies y E F. 
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In [l] (see also [3] for a shorter proof), Dilworth showed that in a finite 
modular lattice, the number of elements covering exactly k elements equals the 
number of elements covered by exactly k elements. In this paper, we are 
concerned with the case k = 1 of the theorem and we shall refer to this case as 
“Dilworth’s theorem”. 
3. A generalisation of Dilworth’s Theorem and a matching result 
Theorem 1. Let L be a finite linearly indecomposable modular lattice and F be an 
orderfilter of L. Then IF n.Z(L)I s IF fl M(L)/. 
Proof. We first consider the case when F is a principal filter [x) := {y E L I y a-x} 
for x E L. The case x = lL is easy. Thus we can suppose x < lL. We shall first 
show that IF n.Z(L)I s IJ(F)I. If x $.Z(L), then F n.Z(L) G.Z(F) and the in- 
equality follows. Hence we can assume that x E.Z(L). Since L is linearly 
indecomposable there is a s E M(L) with s 3.x and s SX,. By modularity 
svx=s*. LetabeanatomofFwithaGs*. SincesAafx, acoverssAaby 
modularity. Thus a E.Z(F) but a 4 F nJ(L). Hence (F fl.Z(L)I s IJ(F)I. Using 
Dilworth’s Theorem, we conclude IF n J(L)1 =S /J(F)1 = IM(F)I = IF n M(L)I. 
Now consider the case when F is not a principal filter. Let fi denote the lattice 
obtained from F by adding a zero element OF If j E F nJ(L), then, by 
modularity, j is a consistent join irreducible in fl. Hence, F fl.Z(L) E U(E). By 
Theorem 2 of [2], 
IF f-lJ(L)I s IcY( s pI( = IF n M(L)l. 0 
If we drop the assumption that L is linearly indecomposable in Theorem 1, a 
slightly weaker inequality still holds: 
Proposition 1. Let L be a finite modular lattice and let F be an order filter of L. 
Then (F nJ,(L)I s IF fl M’(L)/. 
Proof. If F = L the inequality follows by Dilworth’s Theorem. Let F #L. Thus 
IF n&(L)1 = IF nJ(L)I. Since IF fl M(L)1 G IF rl Ml(L)/, Lemma 1 holds if the 
conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. Looking at the above proof we see that the 
assumption that L is linearly indecomposable is only needed for the case when 
F = [x) for some x E J(L) such that y <x for all y E L\[x, 11. But in this case, 
Dilworth’s Theorem implies that IF n&WI = IJ&~ 1111 = Wk 11)l = 
p41(L) n FJ. cl 
Theorem 2. In a finite linearly indecomposable modular lattice L there exists a 
matching from J(L) to M(L). 
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Proof. Suppose that there is no matching from J(L) to M(L). By Hall’s Marriage 
Theorem and the fact that IJ(L)I = (M(L)\ there are .I+, J- &J(L) and M+, 
M- c_ M(L) with the following properties: 
J(L) = ./+ ti J-, M(L)=M+tiM-, IJ+(<(M-(, (M+(+-(, 
x+yforxeJ-andy~M_, 
for all x EJ+ there is a y E M- with x sy, 
and 
for all y E M+ there is a x E J- with x G y. 
For x E L define X := {y E M(L) (x <y}. Let F:= {x E L (x 5 M+}. Obviously, 
F is an order filter of L. We show that J- =.l(L) fl F and M+ = M(L) f~ F. Let 
x E J-. Then X G M+ and thus, x E J(L) fl F. If x $ J-, then there exist a y E M- 
with x c y. This implies that X &M+, x $F and x eJ(L)flF, Thus,J- =J(L)n 
F. 
If y EM+, then jj E M+. (Otherwise there exists z E M- with y < z and there 
exists x E J- with x 6 y. Together these imply x < z for some x E J- and z E M-, a 
contradiction.) If y E M-, then y ~9. Therefore, f &M+ and y $ F. Hence, 
M+=M(L)nF. We conclude IJ-~ = IFnJ(L)J >jF n M(L)1 = IM+I, contradict- 
ing Theorem 1. 0 
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